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Containers are a form of virtualization technology that allows
you to package an application and its dependencies together,
isolating it from the underlying system

What are containers?

Key concepts:
Isolation: Containers provide a secure and isolated
environment for applications, preventing conflicts with
other applications or the host system.
Portability: Containers can run consistently across
different environments, making it easy to develop and
deploy applications.
Efficiency: Containers are efficient in terms of resource
usage, as they share the host OS kernel.



(Data) science ecosystem speaks
container -> unavoidable

The cloud paradigm for resource
provisioning is based on containers

In addition you get:

Why do we care?

Reproducibility:
bring and share your software with ease

Manage and scale
your code will be able to leverage a wide set of
opportunities on ~any cloud provider



The Containers work on the concept of OS-level virtualization, i.e.
the kernel's ability to make multiple isolated environments on
a single host.

Virtual Machines 
                 vs Containers



VIRTUAL MACHINEVIRTUAL MACHINEVIRTUAL MACHINE

Pros and cons

CONTAINERCONTAINERCONTAINER

Provide strong isolation and
offer flexibility in choosing
different operating
systems.

Heavier, slower to start, and
consume more resources
due to their independent OS.

Lightweight and efficient,
sharing the host OS kernel,
faster startup and efficient
resource usage.

Limited OS compatibility and
less isolation compared to
VMs



Docker is an open source platform for building, deploying, and
managing containerized applications

A client-server architecture:

Docker



docker pull mycontainer

Ecosystem
components

docker run mycontainer
echo “I’m a container’’

docker build . -t mycontainer
docker push mycontainer



We will learn
  the docker way



https://hub.docker.com/

DockerHUB

Default registry if you use docker CLI
(free with some limitation on space and traffic)

https://hub.docker.com/


GithubContainerRegistry (ghcr.io)
fully integrate in Github CI/CD for images autobuild

GitLab Container Registry is tightly integrated with GitLab
CI’s workflow, with minimal setup.
Harbor (CNCF Graduated project) is an open source registry
that secures artifacts with policies and role-based access
control, ensures images are scanned and free from
vulnerabilities, and signs images as trusted.

Other public registries worth mentioning (free to use):

Private registries (on-prem)

Other registries

https://docs.gitlab.com/ee/user/packages/container_registry/
https://goharbor.io/


Layer by layer



One image
    many containers



Link to first hands-on

Run a container

HANDS-ON TIME

https://github.com/SOSC-School/SOSC23-livesessions/blob/main/day1/01-docker/hands-on/01-hello-world.md


Persist data
    with volumes

HANDS-ON TIME

Link to volume exercise

https://github.com/SOSC-School/SOSC23-livesessions/blob/main/day1/01-docker/hands-on/02-volumes.md


Docker networking

HANDS-ON TIME

Link to network exercise

https://github.com/SOSC-School/SOSC23-livesessions/blob/main/day1/01-docker/hands-on/03-networking.md


   MANAGING CONTAINERSMANAGING CONTAINERSMANAGING CONTAINERS
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Portainer

Graphical Interface

https://docs.portainer.io/start/install-ce/server/docker


Docker desktop

Docker on your laptop

https://www.docker.com/products/docker-desktop/


Podman is an alternative to Docker engine for running containers

WHEN -> it provides features particularly thought for managing
long running services

Container on systemd
with Podman

https://podman.io/


BUILD YOUR FIRST IMAGEBUILD YOUR FIRST IMAGEBUILD YOUR FIRST IMAGE



Link to build image - part 1
Link to build image - part 2

Build you first 
container image

HANDS-ON TIME

https://github.com/SOSC-School/SOSC23-livesessions/blob/main/day1/01-docker/hands-on/04-image-commit.md
https://github.com/SOSC-School/SOSC23-livesessions/blob/main/day1/01-docker/hands-on/05-dockerfile.md


We customized an official image with interactive framework
(JupyterLab) + all majors data science python packages 

Sneak peak to...
 the image we prepared for you



DevPod is a new user-friendly tool for managing dev environment
directly from your code repository!

Based on devcontainer.json  allows you to effectively store your
development environment for later use and sharing

DevContainer
   Share your code as you write it

https://devpod.sh/
https://containers.dev/


https://youtu.be/pg19Z8LL06w?si=W5QXikaYfqkFYjIf

Suggested reference course

https://youtu.be/pg19Z8LL06w?si=W5QXikaYfqkFYjIf
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What if you need
   multiple containers?



Docker compose



UX in a nutshell



Docker compose
   network



Self-healing



Homeworks

Setup a jupyterlab with persistent volume, starting from the
image created yesterday



Multiple containers...
   On multiple machine!



Kubernetes firs citizen:
   the POD

A docker compose services equivalent
Be aware that NO ports are accessible without the component on
the next slide! 



Devil is in the...
   network!

pod to pod/cluster wide
world-wide

Kubernetes service --> expose your application:



Many Cloud providers offers Kubernetes as a Service
if your app is k8s friendly, then you are compatible with most of the offers

Many data science frameworks/solutions are built with
integration with k8s

the platform you are going to play with during the school is full of such examples

That said, you should have to be a black belt in Kubernetes, you do
need to know how to interact with it though!

Why do I need to care



Many Cloud providers give us just that: a Kubernetes as a
Service

if your app is k8s friendly, then you are compatible with most of the offers

Many data science frameworks/solutions are built with
integration with k8s

the platform you are going to play with during the school is full of such examples

That said, you should have to be a black belt in Kubernetes, you do
need to know how to interact with it though!

Why do I need to care



Setup a “school platform”-like on your laptop

Only one way to learn --> try it with a dummy project

Just an idea

You can start from installing Kubernetes via KinD (Kubernetes in
docker) and then deploying a jupyterLab pod on it.

Homeworks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=9_s3h_GVzZc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_s3h_GVzZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9_s3h_GVzZc


News from the world:
   acorn.io

Can I deploy my app on a K8s as a Service instance in a way
that is as easy as running a docker image??
Acorn is a new solution proposed to make building and deploying
app in kubernetes as simple as doing it locally via Docker.

https://acorn.io/

